Int'l 4008

The international 4008 service provides customers with one number (a 4008 number) for domestic access. Based on the telephone network, and the number translation and routing functions of the intelligent network, the number’s incoming call will be connected to an overseas operator designated by the customer in advance, so as to meet their demand for establishing an overseas call centre and sharing the relevant call charges, which are shared by the calling party and the customer.

The calling party can directly dial the service user’s unified number through mobile and fixed-line telephones (including Personal Handy-phone Systems and Soft Terminals) in China to access the service user’s call centre.

Key Features

- One Number: When the service user has several public telephone numbers, they can register only one 800 number, which they can dial to get connected to different destinations according to their needs, like the place the calling party belongs to.
- Validity Period: Any calling party and called party split-paid service user can apply for a validity period for their number. The system suspends the service when the end of the validity period is reached. The validity period starts on the date the service actually becomes accessible and ends on the date the service is actually stopped.
- Number Portability: When changing the local operator, a service user can, according to their needs, just change the translation number instead of the service access number.

Global Reach